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Role of interface roughness scattering in self-consistent resonant-tunneling-diode simulations

Gerhard Klimeck,* Roger Lake, and Daniel K. Blanks
Raytheon Systems, 13532 N. Central Expressway MS35, Dallas, Texas 75243

~Received 22 January 1998!

The effects of interface roughness scattering in a resonant-tunneling diode are examined with the self-
consistent Born and the multiple sequential scattering algorithm for various interface roughness correlation
lengths. The effect of a self-consistent treatment of the scattering self-energies with the quantum charge and the
electrostatic and exchange-correlation potentials is demonstrated. The effects of the scattering assisted charge
and the exchange and correlation potential on the spurious bistability obtained in simulations of a symmetric
resonant-tunneling diode is shown.@S0163-1829~98!05932-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Resonant-tunneling diodes~RTD’s! are now being
developed1 for circuit applications such as low powe
memory cells,2 high speed adders,3 high speed logic,4 and
analog-to-digital conversion.5 RTD device design require
ments vary dramatically with the specific application. F
example, the required current densities can vary over f
orders of magnitude.2,3 Other design specifications are th
voltage position of the main peak, the valley current dens
and the voltage of the second current turn-on. Quantita
modeling of such devices has already reduced the de
development cycle time.

The electron transport through RTD’s is governed by
electron charging, band structure, and scattering. Which
or combination of these effects principally govern the el
tron transport depends on the choice of material system,
device design, and the temperature of operation. To add
the issues of quantitative device modeling in layered hete
structures we have developed a comprehensive de
simulator6–10 that addresses the modeling needs of dev
engineers and physicists. The theory underlying the na
electronic modeling~NEMO! tool is described in detail in
Ref. 10.

Incoherent scattering is believed to be the source of
valley current in high-performance RTD’s that have a lar
separation of the ground-state resonance and the highe
cited states. Depending on the material system and de
interface roughness can be a strong scattering mecha
influencing the valley current of resonant tunneli
diodes.11–16The purpose of this paper is to study the valid
of common approximations used for modeling incoher
elastic scattering due to interface roughness. We com
RTD simulations with interface roughness scattering of va
ous correlation lengths in the self-consistent Born~SCB! ap-
proximation and the multiple sequential scattering~MSS! ap-
proximation with and without scattering assisted charge s
consistency. Extensive citations for the various approac
for including incoherent scattering can be found in Refs.
14, and 17.

The SCB treatment implies an infinite number of sing
uncorrelated scattering events, which can imply a large n
ber of iterations described in Ref. 10. Furthermore, if a s
consistent solution of the self-energies and Green funct
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~11!/7279~7!/$15.00
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is not achieved, current is not conserved. A finite-order
proach that can be viewed as a truncation of the S
algorithm10 leads to a multiple sequential scattering alg
rithm similar to that described by Roblin and Liou.11 This
algorithm allows for ana priori number of scattering event
and therefore limits the required CPU time.

Quantum charge self-consistent simulations typically p
dict bistable current-voltage characteristics for devices
which such an effect is not observed experimentally.7,18 De-
spite intense theoretical investigation of intrinsic bistabil
since it was first experimentally observed,19–22 the effect of
the scattering assisted charge on the charge-self-consist
loop was only recently included.7 In that work we presented
a calculation in which a finite-order treatment of interfac
roughness and polar-optical phonon scattering was iterate
convergence with a self-consistent treatment of the quan
charge.7 Here we present a study of intrinsic bistability usin
a self-consistent Born treatment of interface-roughness s
tering iterated to convergence with a self-consistent tre
ment of the quantum charge. This scattering assisted ch
reduces the intrinsic bistability.

The incoherent scattering contributes to the current
the electron density that in turn, affects the electrostatic~Har-
tree! and exchange-correlation~XC! potentials. For interface
roughness with larger correlation lengths, we show in S
III that a self-consistent treatment of the incoherent scat
ing with the quantum charge is essential to obtain phys
results. In Sec. VI, we examine the effects of incoher
scattering assisted charge on the intrinsic bistability.

II. BASELINE NO-SCATTERING SIMULATION

The device we simulate in this paper is a nominally sy
metric GaAs/AlAs RTD consisting of 3.1-nm barriers and
6.2-nm well.7,15,23,24The RTD is clad with a 20-nm undope
spacer and high doping (131018 cm23) contact layers. We
assign15,24 the first and the third heterostructure interface
have interface roughness~see small inset of Fig. 1!. The
no-scattering simulations contain the virtual crystal appro
mation ~VCA! contribution to the Hamiltonian on thes
sites.10 All simulations are performed at 4.2 K to avoi
G-X-G tunneling in the AlAs barriers. Exchange correlatio
is included in the local density approximation.25 Figure 1
shows the result of a single band, quantum charge s
7279 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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consistent simulation without any scattering and a simula
based on a semiclassical Thomas-Fermi potential.
charge self-consistency includes the electrostatic potentia
well as the XC potential. TheI -V based on the semiclassic
~Thomas-Fermi! potential does not fit the shape, the pe

FIG. 1. Current voltage characteristics of a GaAs/AlAs RTD
4.2 K. The Thomas-Fermi~semiclassical! potential solution gener-
ates anI -V characteristic that does not even fit the peak correc
The no-scattering Hartree1XC self-consistent potential reproduce
the RTD peak correctly, but it underestimates the valley curr
significantly ~see larger inset,I -V on logarithmic scale!. The ex-
perimental data shows a pronounced phonon peak in the va
current region. Small inset: conduction-band profile under posi
bias indicating the rough interfaces.
n
e
as

voltage, or the current values of the experimental data. Qu
tum charge self-consistency shifts the peak to higher v
ages and spreads out the shape of theI -V peak to match the
experimental data.9 The valley current, however, is undere
timated by three orders of magnitude~see larger inset of Fig
1!.

The quantum charge self-consistent simulation is p
formed in a forward and reverse bias sweep with the sa
polarity. A voltage region of bistability of 30 mV is eviden
in the simulation. This bistability emerges when either t
potential or the charge of the previous bias point is used
an initial guess for the potential or charge of the next b
point. Note that the structure is nominally symmetric exce
for the interface roughness. We will discuss the bistability
more detail in Sec. VI.

The self-consistently calculated electrostatic potential a
the XC potential can be stored and used as an input
one-pass scattering calculation. We will refer to such
model as ‘‘partial charge self-consistency.’’ For the part
self-consistency calculations, we pick the potentials of
forward bias sweep. Both the dynamics and kinetics of
incoherent scattering affect the quantum charge. The in
herent scattering alters the position and width of the re
nances which, in turn, affect the quantum charge. The in
herent scattering also opens up new channels for filling st
that otherwise would not be filled. Both of these effects a
ignored in the partial charge self-consistency model. We w
refer to our model in which the quantum charge is calcula
in the presence of incoherent scattering and iterated to c
vergence with the electrostatic and exchange-correlation

t
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FIG. 2. Current-voltage characteristics calculated for five different interface roughness correlation lengths~L50, 5, 10, 40, and 100 nm!.
The interface roughness is treated in the self-consistent Born approximation.~a! Partial self-consistency~PS!. Scattering introduces a stron
reduction of the peak current density and deforms theI -V peak shape.~b! Full charge self-consistency~FS!. The peak amplitude does no
change significantly anymore with the strength of the scattering and the shape of theI -V curve is maintained.~c! Valley current computed
for PS and FS. The FS curves are shifted to slightlylower voltages due to the XC interaction.~d! Same as~c! without the XC potential. FS
and PS now provide identical results in the valley current due to the low charge density.
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PRB 58 7281ROLE OF INTERFACE ROUGHNESS SCATTERING IN . . .
tentials as ‘‘full charge self-consistency.’’ The nomenclatu
‘‘full’’ is used as a convenient contrast to ‘‘partial’’ and doe
not imply the full solution of the many-particle Hamiltonian

In this paper we are not intending to quantitatively sim
late the valley current, but to examine the effects of the s
tering assisted charge in self-consistent RTD simulation
ing the multiple sequential scattering and the self-consis
Born algorithms. Refs. 7, 15, and 23 show that the val
current can be properly modeled with the inclusion of po
optical phonon and interface roughness scattering.

III. SELF-CONSISTENT BORN TREATMENT
OF SCATTERING INCLUDING QUANTUM CHARGE

SELF-CONSISTENCY

Scattering assisted electron flow contributes to the va
current of RTD’s, which implies an alteration of the occup
tion of the well. Scattering also alters the resonance spect
~e.g., a damped oscillator has generally speaking a lowe
frequency! and therefore changes the occupancy at peak
rent. Previous work ignored the effects of the interfa
roughness scattering on the self-consistency with the elec
static and the XC potential.11,13–15,12We examine this as
sumption here with four different interface roughness cor
lation lengths~L55, 10, 40, 100 nm! using an exponentia
correlation model.10,15 Note that theL50 nm curves are co
herent tunneling calculations with the VCA treatment of t
interface layer.

Figure 2~a! shows the NEMO simulation based on part
self-consistency. As the correlation length is increased,
peak current amplitude is reduced and the peak itself is
formed. All four curves show an identical turn-off, which
-
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determined by the turn-off of the no-scattering potential c
culation.

Figure 2~b! is based on full charge self-consistent pote
tials. The peak amplitude varies less strongly with the cor
lation length and a qualitatively correct shape of theI -V
peak is maintained. The peak turn-on can be shifted by
scattering interaction. Comparing Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! we see
that partial self-consistency provides reasonable results
the smaller correlation lengths.

Figure 2~c! compares the partial and the full charge se
consistent results of Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! in the valley current
region. The current in the valley current region is one ord
of magnitude smaller than the peak current density. The
fore the electron density inside the well is about one orde
magnitude smaller than at peak current flow. Since
charge density is relatively low we would therefore expe
no difference in the partial and the full charge se
consistency. However, surprisingly we find a small diffe
ence between the two approaches. The full self-consiste
results are shifted slightly to smaller voltages. This is co
trary to to the expectation that charge-self-consistency sh
the I -V curve to higher voltages~see Fig. 1!. In Fig. 2~d! we
show that this shift to smaller voltages is due to the X
potential. We show in that figure the partial and the f
self-consistency resultswithout the XC potential and we find
identical results as expected from our low charge-den
reasoning.

IV. COMPARISON OF SELF-CONSISTENT BORN
AND MULTIPLE SEQUENTIAL SCATTERING

WITH PARTIAL SELF-CONSISTENCY

For elastic scattering, the self-consistent Born approxim
tion requires a self-consistent solution ofGR with SR and
on length
t density is
FIG. 3. Valley current and peak current~insets! densities for four different interface roughness correlation lengths~L55, 10, 40, and 100
nm! calculated in the MSS algorithm for 1, 2, and 3 scattering events compared against the SCB result. The increasing correlati
corresponds to an increasing scattering strength and it shows stronger deviations. For large interaction strengths the peak curren
significantly distorted in the case of few scattering events.
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FIG. 4. Peak current density calculated with partial charge self-consistency for four different interface roughness correlation
~L55, 10, 40, and 100 nm! calculated in the MSS algorithm compared against the SCB result. The stronger the interaction strength t
scattering events are needed in the MSS algorithm to converge to the SCB result.
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G, with S, ~for details see Ref. 10!. The self-consisten
solution of GR with SR generates a continued fraction e
pansion which converges fast with typical numbers of c
vergence of 7–25. The self-consistent solution ofG, with
S, generates a power series expansion that conve
slowly with typical numbers ranging from 25 to 10,000.

For reasons of numerical tractability, we developed
finite-order approach based on a truncation of the s
consistent Born expansions.10 This algorithm sets ana priori
number of scattering events that are included in the trans
calculation. The truncation leads to a Green-function vers
of the multiple sequential scattering algorithm similar to th
described in Ref. 11. Reference 10 details this algorithm
compares the two algorithms for two different structures a
the same interface roughness correlation length. In this
tion we compare the two algorithms for the same struct
with different interface roughness correlation lengths.

Figure 3 compares the valley current for four differe
interface roughness correlation lengths computed in the M
algorithm for different numbers of scattering events~1–3!
against the SCB baseline. The current is calculated with
partially self-consistent potential. With only one scatteri
event the valley current in the MSS algorithm deviates s
nificantly from the SCB result. The deviation increases w
the strength of the interaction which is proportional to t
interface roughness correlation length~7–22 %!. Two scat-
tering events reduce the difference between the MSS and
SCB algorithm, leading to 0.4–4.6% deviation for th
smaller correlation lengths of 5 nm and 10 nm. Three sc
tering events result in 0.2–0.7 % deviation for all correlati
lengths. The current calculated in a second-order mult
sequential scattering approximation is essentially identica
the current calculated in a self-consistent Born approxim
tion. The first-order calculation is very good. This is cons
-
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tent with the ‘‘capture’’ point of view of Chevoir and
Vinter14 and the numerical result of Johansson.26

The insets in Fig. 3 compare the MSS algorithm for t
same number of events~1–3! against the SCB algorithm a
the main I -V peak. While the MSS algorithm delivers
qualitatively correct current for small interface roughne
correlation lengths~5 nm and 10 nm!, larger correlation
lengths result in a significant distortion. Reference 10 alre
indicated that a large number of events may be necessa
the MSS algorithm to reproduce the SCB result. We sh
this effect for different correlation lengths in Fig. 4. Th
larger the correlation length the more scattering events
necessary to reproduce the SCB result. ForL55 nm, 1200
events in the MSS algorithm produce good agreement w
the SCB calculation. ForL540 andL5100 nm, 4000 events
are needed.

V. COMPARISON OF SELF-CONSISTENT BORN
AND MULTIPLE SEQUENTIAL SCATTERING

WITH FULL SELF-CONSISTENCY

Section IV compared the MSS and the SCB algorith
based on partial self-consistency. The scattering was sh
to be strong enough to distort the main peak of the M
based current if only a few scattering events were con
ered. Since the current density is proportional to the cha
density inside the device we expect the charge density to
strongly modified for the limited number of scattering even
as well.

Figure 5 compares the SCB and MSS algorithms for fu
charge self-consistent calculations. The MSS algorithm
evaluated with a different number of events for the four d
ferent correlation lengths against the SCB algorithm. For
shorter correlation lengths of 5 and 10 nm, Figs. 5~a! and
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FIG. 5. Peak current density computed in full charge self-consistency in the MSS compared to the SCB algorithm for four d
interface roughness correlation lengths~L55, 10, 40, and 100 nm!. Strong interactions computed with too few scattering events ca
spurious modulations on the peak. These modulations cannot be attributed to the existence of two parallel RTD’s but to the limits of
algorithm. If enough scattering events are added to the computation, the SCB result, which does not show and double peak, is a
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5~b! show a qualitatively correct shape of the MSSI -V
curves for even one scattering event. For the longer corr
tion lengths of 40 and 100 nm, Figs. 5~c! and 5~d! initially
show a spurious double-peak feature. However, this dou
peak feature vanishes as the number of scattering even
increased.

It was, at first, tempting to interpret the double-peak fe
ture in theI -V as numerical evidence of two parallel RTD
with different well and barrier lengths. Such an argumen
supported by a split resonance spectral function as show
Fig. 6. However, as the number of scattering events is
creased, the spectral function reverts to a single, broade
peak. The splitting of the resonance does not appear, w
the real part of the scattering self-energies is neglected.24

VI. INCOHERENT SCATTERING AND INTRINSIC
BISTABILITY

Charge-self-consistent simulations of RTD’s often eith
predict intrinsic bistability for nominally symmetric struc
tures in which such an effect is not observ
experimentally,18,7or they predict a too large bistable voltag
region. Zouet al.18 pointed out that they were able to elim
nate the bistability when the XC potential was included
the simulation. We have implemented the XC potential us
the local-density approximation~LDA ! and found that, in
general, the bistability does persist even with th
interaction.7 Figure 7~b! compares two simulations withou
and with the exchange and correlation potentialwithoutscat-
tering. Clearly the bistability is reduced with the inclusion
the exchange and correlation interaction, however a bista
ity region of about 30 mV still exists.
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Scattering increases the well charge density in the va
current region. This increase in the charge density chan
the electrostatic and the XC potential. Figure 7~a! shows that
scattering alonewithout the inclusion of the XC reduces th
bistability region significantly for two different interfac
roughness correlation lengths. The actual reduction of
bistability region is dependent on the correlation length. F
ure 7~a! shows that the bistability region is smaller for th
correlation length with the larger valley current. In Fig. 7~b!
we show the sequence of curves in which we reduce
bistability region starting from the no-scattering, no XC ca
with the inclusion of XC, and then the inclusion of scatte
ing. A bistability region still persists, however. We will ex
amine this bistability in more detail in a future publication
a function of scattering mechanisms and scattering streng

VII. SUMMARY

We have presented the first comparison of the MSS
SCB algorithms for including interface roughness scatter
in which the scattering-assisted quantum charge is iterate
convergence with the Hartree and exchange-correlation
tentials. The MSS algorithm is found to provide good es
mates for the valley current with only a few scatterin
events. However, the advantages of the MSS over the S
algorithm disappear for the peak current when the scatte
is strong and the natural linewidth is narrow. In such circu
stances, using an insufficient number of scattering events
MSS algorithm can give rise to spurious features in the p
current which mimic the effect of two parallel RTD’s wit
different well widths. The MSS algorithm does converge
wards the SCB result and any spurious features disappea
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sufficient number of scattering events is included. Fina
bistability is reduced but not removed by including the inc
herently scattering assisted charge and/or the exchange
correlation interaction in the potential calculations.

FIG. 6. Spectral functions@2(1/p)Im$Gi
R%# on a logarithmic

~a! and normalized linear~b! scale for various scattering orders as
function of longitudinal energyEz . The total energy is 50.66 meV
and the bias 0.31 V. The logarithmic scale shows clearly how sh
the natural linewidth is compared to the scattering broadened
width. The linear scale shows the split first-order spectral funct
Higher orders do not show this split behavior and smooth out w
increasing number of scattering events and converge towards
SCB result.
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potential. Scattering reduces the bistability region. The higher
valley current, the smaller the bistability region.~b! Effect of XC
and scattering combined. Both XC and scattering reduce the b
bility; however, a small bistability region remains.
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